OMNIA

1. ADDRESS OF THE INSTITUTION
Omnia, PB. 77700, 02070 City of Espoo, Finland

2. TYPE OF INSTITUTION
Public

3. YEARS IN SERVICE
37

4. INSTITUTION’S STRATEGIC VISION
Omnia’s strategy is based on the sustainable development, which is expressed by "Sustainable Future". It is the only strategic vision Omnia has, but the themes of social, cultural, environmental and economical sustainability are naturally related to this main objective. The means to achieve our objectives are mainly the following ones: promoting inclusion, skills and well-being of citizens and boosting the vitality of municipalities, communities and enterprises of the region. Sustainable development is shown in every-day life, in curricula, in behavior, in our ways to handle things, in social impact, in our environment, in our purchase, in our communication and in our impact on students, staff, their relatives and other stakeholders, incl. companies and partners.

5. TVET PROGRAMMES AND GRADUATES
Approx. 7000 (7650 students in March, 2019); Examples of TVET programmes: social and health care business and administration, hotel, restaurant and catering, logistics, vehicle, laboratory, clothing, metal, electricity, ICT, gardening, furniture artisan, boat construction.

6. MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
General Mangager (Mr. Sampo Suihko) + steering group; Head master (Ms. Maija Aaltola ) + pedagogical steering group; Units’ steering groups (director + team leaders); students’ association

7. NUMBER OF TEACHER/TRAINING STAFF
893

8. KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Universities: Aalto University, Metropolia polytechnics
Cities: City of Espoo and City of Kirkkonummi
VET providers: Keuda, Luksia, Stadi, Turku, Tredu; Companies

9. QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
We used to have the EFQM system, but this year we are changing to new methods and are also improving the methods how to handle the feedback and how to improve even more efficiently our services and work environment.

10. KEY CONTACT PERSON FOR THE I-HUBS PROJECT
Ms Kati Valtonen

11. MAIN REPRESENTATIVE AT THE PROJECT LAUNCH MEETING
Ms Kati Valtonen, Master of Arts (Roman linguistics, University of Helsinki). She started in 1997 as French language teacher and become a team-leader for language and multicultural teachers. At the moment she works as a development manager in Omnia and is responsible for the project management as well as for international activities. She runs two teams of about 15 persons and develops constantly the processes and quality of project management and international services together with her teams.